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United Nations publications 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
This guide describes the material published by 
the United Nations and how to find it in the 
British Library's collections. 

  

The United Nations has an extensive publishing programme. Its output ranges from the 
documentation it produces to service and record its activities, to mainstream books and 
journals covering a variety of topics. Its publications are of value not only to those 
involved in the organisation and its work, but also to researchers looking for information 
in the broader subject area of the social sciences, particularly in the field of comparative 
statistics. 

 

The British Library has been a depository library for UN publications since that 
organization was first set up in 1946. It receives three categories of material:  
 

• Documents (sometimes known as 'masthead' documents), which are not 
published for general sale and which are largely internal working documents 
supporting UN activities (such as agendas of meetings, the reports of committees 
etc).  

• Official Records, which record the proceedings of the main organs of the United 
Nations, such as the General Assembly and the Security Council.  

• Sales Publications, which are for general sale and which comprise both books 
and periodicals, including such well-known titles as the United Nations treaty 
series and the Yearbook of the United Nations.  

 

The British Library has a printed set of these publications (the depository set), a surrogate 
set (i.e., the printed set on microcard/microfiche), and also access to the online collection 
of full text documents provided by the United Nations via its subscription-based Optical 
Disk System (documents from 1993 onwards). All of these sets must be seen in the 
Social Sciences reading room on Floor 1. A small number of publications are available on 
open access, but the majority must be ordered up from their storage locations using grey 
paper request slips.  
 

The Social Science reading room also provides access to a number of important UN 
resources in electronic format. 

SOCIAL SCIENCES COLLECTION GUIDES 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS 
www.bl.uk/subjects/national-and-international-government-publications 
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1. DOCUMENTS 

 
1.1 Classification scheme 
 
The UN organises its documentation according to a special classification scheme which 
assigns to each document a unique alpha-numeric symbol. Elements of this give 
information about the body issuing it, its document type, the session in which it was 
issued, and so on. A list of these symbols appears in the publication United Nations 
Document Series Symbols 1946-1996 (on the open shelves at OPQ 341.230148). New 
symbols are listed in UNDOC: current index as they appear. 

The first element of the symbol represents one of the five principal UN organs: 

A/ = General Assembly 
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E/ = Economic and Social Council  

S/ = Security Council 

T/  =Trusteeship Council 

ST/ = Secretariat 

[Special series symbols occur for certain bodies such as the Conference on Disarmament 
(CD/-), and the United Nations Development Programme (DP/-)]  
 

Documents of subsidiary bodies are denoted by the second element of the symbol: 

-/AC. .../-  Ad hoc committee 

-/C. .../- Standing, permanent, main sessional committee 

-/CN. .../- Commis sion 

-/CONF. .../- Conference 

-/GC. .../- Governing Council 

-/PC. .../- Preparatory Committee 

-/SC. .../- Subcommittee 

-/Sub. .../-  Subcommission 
 

The final part of the symbol indicates modifications to the original text: 

-/Add. ... Addendum 

-/Amend. ... Alteration...  

-/Corr. ...  Corrigendum 

-/Rev. ...  Revision. ...  

-/Summary  Summarised version  

-/-*  Reissuance of a document for a technical reason 

Other elements of the symbol may denote the nature of the document, for example -
/MIN. ... (Minutes) or -/RES. ...(Resolutions); numbering within a series, for example 
A/31/2 (Supplement 2 of the Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-first 
Session). Note that more than one subdivision can occur within one document symbol. 

 

1.2 Finding documents in the British Library collections  
 
Firstly check the UN indexes available in the reading room. All of them have multiple 
access points, including by UN symbol/subject keyword/title etc. Which index you 
choose will depend on the date of the document you wish to find. Bear in mind that UN 
documents are usually shelved by symbol, so finding the symbol which attaches to your 
document is a prerequisite (in some cases you may be able to link directly to a full text 
document once you have found it). Choose from the indexes listed below, according to 
the dates they cover. 
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Official Documents System (ODS) [http://documents.un.org/] 
1993 to date: a UN full-text database now available free via the Internet. Using 
this resource obviates the need to call up material from the BL collections and is 
thus the quickest way to access a UN document. Searching by UN symbol is a 
particular strength of this database. 

Access UN 
1944 to date: a subscription index produced by Readex and available on the 
terminals in the Social Sciences Reading Room. It supports access to the Readex 
microfiche set of the UN documents which is held at SPR Mic E 14 in the closed-
stack areas, as well as the printed set received from the UN. 

UN website [http://www.un.org/] 
Has full text documents covering the last 5 years, organised by symbol and by 
UN body. 

UNBISnet [http://unbisnet.un.org/] 
1979 - available free on the UN web site. Indexes UN documents and 
publications, and also other non-UN publications held by the Dag Hammarskjold 
Library in New York.  

UN-I-QUE (UN Info Quest) [http://lib-unique.un.org/lib/unique.nsf] 
An online keyword searching facility designed by the UN 

Printed indexes: 1945 - Access UN (see above) can find older material, most of 
which is in the Readex set. However, there are also printed indexes (the monthly 
UN Docs index) from 1950- at OPL 341.23. There are also separate printed 
indexes at this shelfmark for the General Assembly and the Security Council. 
 

Once you have identified the document you require, the next step is to find the British 
Library's own shelfmark for it (if you have been using the ODS you can bypass this stage 
by linking to the full text version of the item). If you intend to call up the Readex 
microfiche set of UN documents, fill out one of the grey application slips currently being 
used for official material, giving SPR Mic E 14 as the shelfmark and adding the UN 
symbol at the bottom of the form in the series area. These fiches are filed in the closed 
access stacks by year and then by UN symbol order. The very earliest of the documents 
are on micro card, which require a special reader to see them (in the reading room by 
the reader printer). 

If you prefer to use the printed set, you will need to check the British Library's own 
catalogues for the shelfmark you require. The printed General catalogue and the 
'international organizations' volume of the Serials titles sequence at OPL index (actually 
photocopies of kardex records) are the tools to use, and it is often helpful to know what 
the UN symbol means before you start. For example A/58/PV.2 is a General Assembly 
(A) 58th Session (58) verbatim record of the 2nd Plenary meeting (PV.2). To find the 
shelfmark for this, go to the 'official records' part of the alphabetical sequence in the 
'international organizations' volume of the Serials titles sequence at OPL Index (pages 
73-117 in the 1985 volume) or to the part of the alphabetical sequence containing the 
symbols themselves (you may have to try both sequences). On your application slip, 
write the British Library shelfmark and add the symbol number at the bottom. 

The printed General catalogue (heading 'United Nations') can also be useful, once you 
have mastered its filing order, as follows:  

• editions of the UN Charter,  

http://documents.un.org/
http://www.un.org/
http://unbisnet.un.org/
http://lib-unique.un.org/lib/unique.nsf
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• 'official publications and reports'  

• 'subordinate bodies' in alphabetical order.  

The latter is usually the section you want, because it is here that the shelfmarks for 
General Assembly, Security Council etc documentation are to be found.  

 

2. OFFICIAL RECORDS 
 

The UN also distinguishes Official Records by alphanumeric symbol, and the searching 
and accessing details given for Documents (above) also apply to these publications. To 
help you in your research, this section briefly describes the UN's six main organs and 
provides shelfmarks for the printed set held here (if you prefer to use the Readex 
surrogate set and the ODS, refer to the details given above). 

There are six main organs of the United Nations:  

• the General Assembly  

• the Security Council  

• the Economic and Social Council  

• the International Court of Justice  

• the Trusteeship Council  

• the Secretariat  

Each of these organs produces an official record of its deliberations throughout each 
session. These records include budget and financial reports, resolutions and decisions, 
accounts of meetings and so on. The principal records are explained below. 

 

2.1 General Assembly 
 
This is the main deliberative organ of the United Nations which meets in regular, special 
and emergency sessions. There is one agenda for each session. Items discussed in 
plenary sessions are given to committees, commissions and conferences established by 
the General Assembly for further investigation and subsequent report to the plenary 
session. The documents, with their British Library shelfmarks are as follows: 

Plenary series (A/session/sequential number). UNA 32 

Sessional Committee documents (A/C. number or acronym of 
committee/General assembly session/sequential number) (see Serials titles 
records) 

Resolutions: provisional (A/RES/session/sequential number) and reissued at end 
of year in last numbered supplement of the Official Records UNA 32/6  

Verbatim report of plenary meetings (A/session/PV./sequential number) UNA 31 

Official Records, supplements (including Accounts, Special Reports, Budget of 
the UN) UNA 30/8 

Annexes UNA 31/2 
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2.1.1 Indexes 
Index to Proceedings of the General Assembly (OPL 341.23) 

Index to Resolutions of the General Assembly (OPL 341.23) 

Sessions of the General Assembly are described in the Yearbook of the United 
Nations (OPL 341.23, earlier issues at UNB.101)  
 

2.2 Security Council 
 
The Security Council is responsible for maintaining peace and security. It functions 
continuously in terms of two years. The documents it produces are as follows: 

Plenary series (S/year/sequential number) (prior to 1994, S/sequential number) 
UNA 100 

Statements of the President of the Security Council 
(S/PRST/year/sequential number, beginning in 1994) UNX + Un symbol 

Verbatim records of meetings (S/PV. ...). Reissued later in the Official Records. 
UNA 4/2 

Resolutions: provisional (S/RES/sequential number/year) and reissued at the end 
of the year as part of the Official Records, as S/INF/- Supplements UNA 100/4 

The annual report on the activities of the Security Council is published as a 
supplement to the Official Records of the General Assembly (from 1950 
UN.A.30/8) (Supplement No. 2). 

2.2.1 Indexes 
Index to Proceedings of the Security Council (OPL 341.23) 

Resolutions and statements of the United Nations Security Council (1946-1989): 
a thematic guide/ edited by K. C. Wellens (OPL 341.23)  

 

2.3 Economic and Social Council 
 
The Economic and Social Council co-ordinates the economic and social activities of the 
United Nations. It meets in organisational, high level segment and substantive session 
each year, with some special sessions. The documents it produces are as follows: 

Plenary series (E/year/sequential number) UNA 201 

Sessional committee documents (E/year/C.1/-, C.2/-, C.3/-) (see Serials titles 
records) 

Summary records of plenary meetings (E/year/SR.sequential number) UNA 18 

Resolutions (issued at the end of the year as Supplement No. 1 to the Official 
Records) 

Supplements to the Official Records UNA 18/2 

The annual report on the activities of the Economic and Social Council is 
published as a supplement to the Official Records of the General Assembly 
(from 1950 UN.A.30/8) (Supplement No.3) 

http://www.un.org/Docs/sc
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2.3.1 Indexes 
Index to Proceedings of the Economic and Social Council (OPL 341.23) 
 

2.4 Trusteeship Council 
 

The Trusteeship Council administered the Trust Territories under the International 
Trusteeship System. It met in annual and special session. It was wound up in 
1994 when the last of the territories under UN trusteeship gained 
independence.The documents it produced are as follows: 

General documents (T/-) UNA 302 

Verbatim records of plenary meetings (T/PV. ...) UNA 302/6 

Resolutions issued as Supplement No. 1 to the Official Records of the 
Trusteeship Council UNA 300/2 

Special supplements of the Official Records of the Security Council UNA 4/3(2) 

Sessional fascicles 

The annual report on the activities of the Trusteeship Council was issued as a 
supplement to the Official Records of the General Assembly (from 1950: 
UN.A.30/8) (Supplement No. 4)  

2.4.1 Indexes 
Index to the proceedings of the Trusteeship Council (UN.A.300/8) 
 

2.5 International Court of Justice 
 
The International Court of Justice is the principal judicial organ of the United Nations and 
deals with legal matters referred to it by member States. The documents it produces are 
as follows: 

Acts and documents covering the organisation of the Court (UN.S.13) 

Bibliography of the International Court of Justice (UN.S.7) 

Pleadings, oral arguments, documents (UN.S.6) 

Reports of Judgements, advisory opinions and orders (UN.S.4) 

Yearbook (OPL 341.25) 

The annual report on the activities of the International Court of Justice is issued 
as a supplement to the Official Records of the General Assembly (from 1950: 
UN.A.30/8) (Supplement No. 4; until mid-1970s No.5) 

Note: Pressmarks with a 'UN.S.' prefix (unlike other UN publications) are out-housed 
and must be ordered in advance; orders placed by 2.00 pm should be available the 
following day (order on Friday for Monday) 
 

2.6 Secretariat of the United Nations 
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The Secretariat services the other organs of the UN and administers their programmes. 
The documents it produces are as follows: 

Annual report of the Secretary-General on the work of the organisation, 
published as a supplement to the Official Records of the General Assembly 
(from 1950: UNA.30/8) (Supplement No. 1) 

Studies and reports 

Public information material such as the Yearbook of the United Nations (OPL 
341.23, previous issues at UNB.101) 

 

3. SALES PUBLICATIONS 
 

The UN categorises publications offered for general sale to the public by subject, 
allocating a unique sales publication number to each (for example the publication 
Aspects of exchange rate determination has the symbol E.95.II.F.26). These books and 
periodicals are not organised in our collections using this alphanumeric code and are 
therefore found using a standard search in Explore the British Library 
[http://explore.bl.uk]. 

 

3.1 Internet resources 
 
UN system [http://www.unsystem.org/] 
The official web site locator for the UN system provides links to the home pages of UN 
agencies and organs.  
 

United Nations [http://www.un.org/] 
Provides access to documents, in full text, relating to the Security Council, the current 
session of the General Assembly, the Economic and Social Council, and the UN Secretary 
General. Press releases and the UN Daily journal are also available within two days of 
issue.  

The following sites provide aids to research about the UN, as well as extensive links to 
related associations and organisations:  

UN scholars workstation at Yale University 
[http://www.library.yale.edu/un/index.html] 

International Organisations at Northwestern University  
[http://www.library.northwestern.edu/govpub/resource/internat/igo.html] 

 

http://explore.bl.uk/
http://www.unsystem.org/
http://www.un.org/
http://www.library.yale.edu/un/index.html
http://www.library.northwestern.edu/govpub/resource/internat/igo.html
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3.2 Specific titles 
 

3.2.1 Resolutions  
 
The UN web site [http://www.un.org/] is the most up to date resource for UN 
resolutions. Resolutions are also published as individual documents. Printed collections 
exist in two series:  

UN resolutions: Series I. Resolutions adopted by the General assembly compiled and 
edited by Duson. J. Djonovich. - Vol 1, 1946-1948 to Vol 21, 1985-1986 

Series II. Security Council - Vol 1, 1946 -1947 to Vol. 11, 1978-1979 (both at OPL 
341.23).  

They are also available in full text from 1946 online via the ODS 
[http://documents.un.org/] 

 

3.2.2 Statistical publications 
 
The United Nations publishes a number of important statistical series, the current 
editions of which are available on open access:  

Demographic yearbook 1966- (OPL 312 and on CD-ROM) 

International trade statistics yearbook (OPL 382.0212; previous editions (from 
1950) at UNB 1806/3) 

Statistical yearbook (a complete run - including the previous League of Nations 
statistical yearbook is kept at OPL 310). Data for 1980-1997/8 are also available 
on CD-ROM. 

National accounts statistics (OPL 382.0212; previous editions, from 1957-1981, 
at UN.A 570/8; 1982- at UN.A 287/223) 

Women's statistics (WISTAT) on CD-ROM 

World trade annual (OPL 382.0212; previous editions at UNA 287/81) 

The following bibliographies describe statistical series issued by various organizations, 
should you be unsure about which series is appropriate to your research: 

Directory of international statistics (OPQ 310; previous editions at UN.A 
570/13) 

Index to international statistics, IIS 1983- (OPL 310) also available on CD-ROM 
 

3.2.3 Treaties 
 
The text of every treaty, and also every international agreement made by any State 
which is a member of the United Nations is published in the Treaty series ( held at UN.A 
450). The cumulative indexes to these are on open access (OPL 341.0262016).  

There is usually some delay in publishing treaties in the series. For more recently 
published treaties see the following: 

http://www.un.org/
http://documents.un.org/
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International legal materials, with cumulative index (OPL 341.05) 

Multilateral treaties: index and current status / M J Bowman and D J Harris 
(OPL341.026) 

United Nations treaty collection is a subscription database giving full texts of treaties 
and international agreements registered or filed with and published by the UN 
Secretariat since 1946. Currently correct up to March 2003. Can be accessed from the 
Social Sciences Reading Room only. 
 

3.2.4 United Nations Charter 
 
The Charter of the United Nations: a commentary / edited by B. Simma (OPL 341.23): 
contains the full text of the Charter, along with an exhaustive commentary.  
 

3.2.5 Voting records 
 
UNBISnet gives details of which way individual countries have voted for Security Council 
resolutions (1946-) and General Assembly resolutions (1983-). See also the indexes to 
the proceedings of the General Assembly and Security Council at OPL 341.23 which give 
voting records at the back of the volume. 
 

3.2.6 Earth Summit 
 
Earth Summit CD-ROM: a collection of documents arising from the 1992 United Nation 
Conference on Environment and Development.  

Details from the Enquiry Desk. 
 

3.2.7 Human Rights 
 
Human rights CD-ROM: offers the complete website of the UN Commissioner for 
Human Rights and a bibliographical database with references to 20,000 UN documents 
and publications 1980-1998.  

Details from the Enquiry Desk 

 

4. ELECTRONIC RESOURCES 
 

Access UN 
Web-based Index to United Nations Documents and Publications, with links to full text 
of documents when available free on the Internet. Available in the British Library reading 
rooms. 

 
Earth Summit 
Collection of documentation arising from the 1992 United Nations Conference on 
Environment and Development and its preparatory stages. 
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[CD-ROM available from the enquiry desk for workstation 5] 
 

Human Rights on CD-ROM 
Offers the complete website of the UN Commissioner for Human Rights and a 
bibliographic database with reference to 20,000 UN documents and publications, 1980-
1998.  

[CD-ROM available from the enquiry desk for workstation 1] 

    

International Law [http://www.un.org/law/] 
United Nations site giving access to the International Criminal Court, the International 
Court of Justice, and the Criminal Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda. 
 

Official Web Site Locator for the United Nations System of Organizations 
[http://www.unsystem.org/] 
Provides links to websites of United Nations Organizations arranged alphabetically and 
by category (programmes, specialised agencies, autonomous organizations and inter-
agency bodies). 
 

UN News Centre [http://www.un.org/News/] 
Press releases from 1995 onwards with keyword and fielded search facilities 
 

UNBISNET [http://unbisnet.un.org/] 
Catalogue of UN publications and documents from 1979 and non-UN publications held 
in the collections of the Dag Hammarskjold Library. Will act as the gateway to the UN 
Optical Disk System. The UNBIS thesaurus is also available online: [http://lib-
thesaurus.un.org/] 
 

UN Index 
The current database of all United Nations documents and publications of the period. 
The data is bibliographic except for UN resolutions, which are in full text. This archival 
disc is received annually; for current material use access UN. 

[CD-ROM available from the enquiry desk for workstation 1]  
 

United Nations Official Documents System [http://documents.un.org/] 
Provides access to the full text of United Nations Parliamentary documentation and 
official records from 1992 and resolutions from 1946 to the present.  
 

United Nations Treaty Collection 
Full text collection of treaties and international agreements registered or filed and 
recorded with and published by the UN Secretariat since 1946. Currently correct up to 
1998. Available in the British Library reading rooms. 

http://www.un.org/law/
http://www.unsystem.org/
http://www.un.org/News/
http://unbisnet.un.org/
http://lib-thesaurus.un.org/
http://lib-thesaurus.un.org/
http://documents.un.org/
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